
Language Arts Skill Sheet 

Lesson 2 “The Day Eddie Met the Author” reading book pages 51-77 

 

Genre Study: Realistic fiction is a story that can happen in real life. 

Keep this sheet at home to study. 
  

Vocabulary (Study daily. The words will be tested as fill in the sentence - multiple choice.) 
  

1. conquer - When you conquer something, such as a problem or a fear, you win 
against it and overcome it. 
2. resistance - When you feel resistance, you do not want something to happen. 
3. ponder - When you ponder, you take time to think about an idea. 
4. anticipation - When you feel anticipation, you feel excited because something is 
about to happen. 
5. assembly - An assembly is a group of people who have gathered for a reason. 
6. plenty - If you have plenty of something, you have more than enough. 
7. dismiss - To dismiss is to give permission to leave. 
8. squirmed - If you squirmed in your seat, you kept wiggling around as if you were 

uncomfortable. 
9. patchwork - Patchwork is cloth made by sewing together small pieces of different 
fabrics. 
10. autographed - If you autographed something, you signed your name on it. 
  

Spelling Words (Study daily. The students will need to correctly spell the words for the weekly 

spelling test.) 

Skill: Root Words + Endings -ed, -ing 

 

1. saved 

2. moved 

3. riding 

4. waking 

5. pulled 

6.  taking 

7. hopped 

8. baking 

9. picked 

10. having 

11.  letting 

12.  running 

13. drawing 

14. folded 

15. shopped 

16.   freezing 

17.   equipped 

18.   dancing 

19.   happening 

20.   quitting 
  
  
  

Skills  (These skills will be worked on in class during the week.) 
  

1. Comprehension: Story Comprehension; Characters and Setting; Use Alphabetical 
Order 

2. Phonics/Spelling: Root Words + Endings -ed, -ing 

3. Oral Reading Fluency: Accuracy 

  


